Supplemental Figures
: List of X-variables in the PLSR model. Table S2 : Prediction of number of day post-isolation and population doublings from signaling information and phenotypic markers: importance of the variables in the model projection. Table S3 : Prediction of number of day post-isolation and population doublings from signaling information and phenotypic markers: loadings of each variable on each of the 3 principal components of the model. Table S4 : Prediction of number of day post-isolation and population doublings from signaling information: importance of the variables in the model projection. Table S5 : Prediction of number of day post-isolation and population doublings from signaling information: loadings of each variable on each of the 2 principal components of the model. Table S6 : Prediction of CD27 and CD28 expression from signaling information: importance of the variables in the model projection. , profilin-1, and robust coefficient of variation of cell side scatter versus population doubling averaged for all donors ± standard error of the mean. Statistical significance between PD measurements is indicated by asterisks (** p<.01). 
